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BACKGROUND

• Quantify the extent of interobserver variability of edema as a TC measurement

• Apply the MRI Dixon method in a novel way to quantify TC in the lower 

extremities (shins) of HF patients

• Determine whether SWIR-MCI imaging accurately reflects the MRI Dixon 

method of quantifying TC in patients with both clinical and subclinical TC

• Evaluate whether the SWIR-MCI method can differentiate HF patients from 

non-HF patients

• Clinicians evaluate pitting edema to help determine fluid status in patients1

• Edema evaluation is subjective and insufficient as a sole measurement 2

• A user-independent, objective, reproducible, reliable, bedside tool that can 

measure tissue congestion (TC) would advance care for HF patients 

• The MRI Dixon method (MRI) has been validated as a reliable and objective 

measurement of fat and water in solid organs 3

• Shortwave infrared molecular chemical imaging (SWIR-MCI), an optical, non-

contact, non-invasive technique not requiring reagents, differentiates patients 

with and without TC 4

CONCLUSIONS
AFFILIATIONS
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• Thirty-three (33) hospitalized subjects with acutely decompensated HF

• Nine (9) outpatient subjects without HF

• Two (2) independent clinicians assessed edema in each subject

• All subjects underwent MRI and SWIR MCI scanning of the shins within 

a maximum of 4 hours between each imaging method

METHODS

Molecular Chemical Imaging

• Integrates optical spectroscopy and digital imaging to produce molecular-

specific images that reveal properties not visible to the naked eye.

• Wavelength-resolved images (hypercubes) are collected and analyzed by AI 

and computer-vision algorithms to produce the CardioVerification Index 

(CVI), a measure of relative, increased interstitial water accumulation

• Interobserver agreement for edema measurements was unacceptable 

(Cohen’s 𝞳 = 0.42)

• SWIR-MCI CVI predicted MRI WF with very high accuracy 

• “All subjects” model accuracy = 86.2% (Figure 3)

• “Edema ≤ 1+ subjects” model accuracy = 96.1% (Figure 4)

RESULTS

MRI Dixon Sequence applied to the shin (Figure 1)

• Exploits resonance frequency differences between fat and water protons

• Results in separate fat and water images

• Common ROI selected → Fat & water content measured

• Water Fraction (WF) = Water / (Water + Fat)

Figure 1: Water Fraction (WF) – Amount of relative, increased interstitial water 

accumulation 

Non-HF subject: R shin WF 0.02, L shin WF 0.05

Edema none present

Edema not present

ADHF subject: R shin WF 0.46, L shin WF 0.48

Edema >1+

MCI Workflow (Figure 2) • Pitting edema is poorly correlated with TC as measured by MRI

• The MRI Dixon method can quantify TC in the lower extremities

• SWIR-MCI and CVI can quantify TC in the lower extremities

• Non-invasive, very high accuracy, rapid, low risk

• SWIR-MCI detects TC in patients with very low and subclinical TC

• SWIR-MCI may be able to screen for early-stage HF at the point of care

• There were significant differences in WF between HF and non-HF subjects

• Measured MRI WF significantly greater for HF than for non-HF (Figure 5)

• SWIR-MRI CVI differentiated HF/non-HF with high accuracy (Figure 6)

Figure 3: Predicted vs Measured WF

All Subjects, Accuracy = 86.2%

Figure 4: Predicted vs Measured WF

Edema ≤ 1+ Subjects only, Accuracy = 96.1%

Figure 5: HF subjects have significantly higher WF Figure 6: CVI differentiates HF from non-HF

R2 = 0.79 R2 = 0.76

SWIR-MCI Optical Imaging Device and Example of Use

Image analysis with AI & Computer Vision algorithms
CVI = 0.43
(Example of 

CVI output

Lack of Interstitial water appears dark using Dixon Interstitial water appears light using Dixon

PE ≤ 1: AUC = 0.946

All subjects: AUC = 0.955
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